This paper focuses on the intelligent recognition system of traffic violation on the basis of analyzing urban complex monitoring environment. For the realization that the system integrates the forensics of violation with license plate recognition in all day time, this paper proposes a set of efficient and robust vehicle detection and tracking algorithms. Vehicle detection was realized by the visual features of the license plate and color characteristic of the taillight to detect edge differential motion between image frames. In vehicle tracking, the extraction of large-scale fast stable points by Lucas-Kanade Pyramid method and predictions for tracking taillight based on Kalman method are proposed to realize long-distance stable tracking vehicles in whole day time. The practical applications show the system has excellent performance.
INTRODUCTION
The urban traffic conflict between vehicle flows and road capacity is becoming more and more obvious. It is of great significance to develop intelligent recognition system to promote smooth traffic. As a subsystem of the intelligent traffic control ________________________ Mingzhu Zhang. Electrical and Information Engineering Department, Beijing Polytechnic College, Beijing 100042, China system, it provides all kinds of data information for the scientific analysis of management and planning in the whole system. With the advantages of wide-range monitoring, rich information, convenient installation and maintenance, video monitoring technology have comprehensive applications. So far, various video monitoring schemes and systems have been sprung up for traffic data collection, event detection, traffic violation capture and identification of license plates [1] . However, monitoring difficulties still exist in congestion and low illumination. Therefore, Further improving the detection performance and intelligence level, integrating duplicated detection functions, and configuring detective devices to meet different monitoring needs have become the research emphasis.
On the complex traffic environment, this paper studies efficient real-time detection and stable tracking algorithm by video streaming. It constructs a set of control system integrating traffic illegal evidence extraction and license plate recognition.
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
The intelligent recognition system is designed in the Intel Atom D525 processor embedded main board for hardware realization, and the software system to support the self-adaptive cooperative control with the idea of embedded and networking technology.
At the level of operation, we customize the compilation kernel with the 64-bit Linux system to construct the smallest system with size 280M and kernel version 2.6.38. By modular design it achieves optimization of multi-tasking, multi-threading programs and setting priority for thread running. The program has functions of traffic parameters acquisition, violation forensics (such as red light running, nonobservance of the prescribed lane and prohibitory sign, driving in a disallowed direction, in a disallowed weekday) and reporting vehicle license plate recognition in real-time.
IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM
Based on the requirements of different recognition tasks, the intelligent recognition system deals with image areas of different interest with multiresolution [2] . Fully cooperative modules for license plate recognition and vehicle tracking avoid unnecessary duplication.
Scene Setting and Vehicle Detection
The scene setting of an intersection includes the range and attribute of the monitored lane, the stop line, the vehicle detection and identification area, and the tracking end line, for coordinating mathematical modeling.
High efficiency vehicle detection using two step method of motion detection and tail discrimination. The vehicle recognition area is close to the bottom of the image with high resolution of the target and half the resolution of its ranks. When carrying out the motion detection, it makes difference between frames after sobel edge of each lane area is taken, and then makes statistics by 10×10 grid. When the edges of grids between frames change rapidly beyond a certain proportion, structural motion can be judged as it happens, followed by the further discrimination according to the license plate and taillight. Examples of specific day and night feature detection are shown in figures 1 and 2. 
License Plate Recognition and Vehicle Tracking
Vehicle detection results trigger the license plate recognition, including license plate location, character segmentation and character recognition. During the day, this paper uses the efficient FAST corner algorithm to extract the stable feature points of vehicles and the Lucas-Kanade method of 4-level pyramid shape to track the sparse optical flow [3] . At night, it tracks the taillights or light reflecting license plate if taillights are obscure and also makes car motion predictions by the Kalman filter methods for efficiency.
Violation Judgment
For the traffic violation of driving through red light, it requests 3 pictures that involve the car behind the crossing line, on and surpassing. The forensics system captures the third picture by a fixed delay after surpassing [4] . To deal with the interfere with right turning vehicles it has to track for a long distance until the axis of the adjacent transverse lane, as well as tracking the attributes of straight going, left or right turning and the information of red light signal [5] . Through continuous tracking the car surpassing the line when red signals on, it ensures the legitimacy of the evidence and realize automatic distinctions between normal and illegal driving to reduce the pressure of manual sorting violations.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper constructs a complete set of intelligent traffic recognition system for violation, with the efficient and robust vehicle detection and tracking algorithm for day and night. Automatic license plate recognition and judgment for violations achieves good effect in practical application. In future, it looks for further analysis to enhance the performance of the algorithm, to optimize the design, and study other pattern recognition technologies.
